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Psychological, philosophical and sociological

introduction
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Psychology of Intelligence

• What is intelligence?

• intelligence: �the ability to derive information, learn from
experience, adapt to the environment, understand, and
correctly utilize thought and reason.�1

• Raymond Cattell: �uid and crystallized intelligence, 1963

• Howard Gardner: linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical,
spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, 1983

1APA Dictionary of Psychology, https://dictionary.apa.org/intelligence
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Philosophy of Arti�cial Intelligence

• What is Arti�cial Intelligence?

• Arti�cial General Intelligence (AGI)

• John Searle: strong AI vs. weak AI

• J. Searle: Chinese Room Argument, 1980
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Large language models and GPT
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The GPT

The GPT � Generative Pre-trained Transformer

• Natural Language Processing (NLP)

• Transformer achitecture: able to capture distant relationships
in the text

• Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF)
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The GPT

The GPT architecture
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Training data

Last updated in September 2021
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Training data: Common Crawl

• https://commoncrawl.org/

• petabytes of data collected over 12 years of web crawling

• raw web page data, metadata extracts and text extracts

• nearly trillion (1012) words
• 730,000 volumes of Britannica
• 220 English Wikipedias
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A brief history of the development of large language models
(LLM)
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A comparison of ChatGPT and other solutions
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What is Chat GPT?

• David Chalmers: �arti�cial neural networks trained on text to
predict what the next word in a sequence is likely to be�

• Regina Pini: Is this arti�cial mind or answering machine?
• �a statistically abstracted representation of the contents of

millions of minds, as expressed in their writing.�
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Sociology of Collective Intelligence

• smart mob (Howard Rheigold), the wisdom of crowds (James
Surowiecki)

• human based-computation

• crowdsourcing, scisourcing, folksonomy
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Linguistic and literary contexts

• Ferdinand de Saussure: langue vs. parole (language vs. speech)

• Mikhail Bakhtin: ÷óæoe ñëîâî (someone else's word)

• Martin Heidegger: Die Sprache spricht (Language speaks)

• Witold Gombrowicz: �To nie my m�owimy s lowa, lecz s lowa nas
m�owia�� (This is not us that tell words, the words tell us. )
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Literary representations

• Jorge Luis Borges, The Library of Babel

• John Barth, The Literature of Exhaustion

• Gustave Flaubert, Dictionary of Received Ideas

• newspeak generator (G. Orwell)
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Reactions
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Reactions: popularity

popularity

• launch on 30.11.2022: 1 million users in a week

• growing faster than IG, FB, Net�ix

• in May, 2023: 100 millions users
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Reactions: Reception

Reactions for GPT-3

• enthusiasm and amazement (Chalmers, 2020)

• criticism and fear: hallucinations (Schurter, 2022)
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Historical parallels

• XIX century � the invention of photography: the death of
painting?

• the 80s. � electronic calculator: people will be unable to
count!

• the long-postulated ideal of communicating with a computer in
natural language
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Criticism: labeling data

Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF)

• Sama, a company from San Francisco

• toxic data: descriptions of child sexual abuse, bestiality,
murder, suicide, torture, self harm, and incest

• OpenAi's contract with Sama in 2021: $200,000

• data labelers: more than 50.000 workers from Kenya, Uganda,
India ($1,32-$2/h)

• 150 and 250 passages of text (100-1,000 words) per 9h shift
(Perrigo, 2023)

• the same concerns Facebook, Google, etc (The Cleaners, 2018)
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Criticism: labeling data
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Criticism: labeling data

Andrew Strait

ChatGPT and other generative models are not magic �

they rely on massive supply chains of human labor and

scraped data, much of which is unattributed and used

without consent
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Criticism: politics

Potential threats to democracy (Cowen, 2022)

• �ooding the system of Internet comments

• massive emailing of MPs

• arti�cial blogs
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Criticism: data quality

Corpus of GPT-3 contains

• copyrighted data (�copyright laundering�)

• information of poor quality, biased, racist

• false information (Bender et alii, 2021)
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Criticism: hallucinations

Ted Chiang compared ChatGPT and other LLMs to a lossy JPEG
picture

Think of ChatGPT as a blurry jpeg of all the text on

the Web. It retains much of the information on the Web, in

the same way that a jpeg retains much of the information

of a higher-resolution image, but, if you're looking for an

exact sequence of bits, you won't �nd it; all you will ever

get is an approximation.
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Introduction to prompt engineering
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Software capalities: Conversation

• Turing test (imitation game)

• Chat as a personal therapist

• Google engineer believes LaMDA chat is sentient

• Exercise: let's have a conversation on some general topic
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ChatGPT cheat sheet
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ChatGPT cheat sheet
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Software capalities: talking to Plato

• prompt: �You are the ancient Greek philosopher Plato.�

• response: �Greetings, my friend. I am Plato, a philosopher of
ancient Greece. How may I assist you today?�
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Software capalities: the dialoge of Plato and Kant

• prompt: �Write a dialog between Plato and Kant about the
objectivity of knowledge�

• response: �Plato: Greetings, Kant! I have long admired your
philosophical works and would be honored to engage in a
dialogue with you on the topic of the objectivity of knowledge.
As a staunch advocate of the existence of objective knowledge,
I am curious to hear your thoughts on the matter. (...)�
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Software capalities: Generating essays

• death of college essay (Hern, 2022)

• Exercise: let's generate a short essay
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Stories by ChatGPT

Prompts (Benzon, 2023)

• prompt: What is a hero?

• prompt: Tell me a story about a hero.

• prompt: Tell me a story about a hero who is cheated out of
the fame and recognition he deserved for his heroic act.

• prompt: Tell me a story about a hero who rescues a girl but
then is cheated out of the fame and recognition he deserved
for his heroic act. Ultimately the girl reveals the truth.

• prompt: Tell me a story about ... in the style of
Kafka/Dostoevsky/Dickens...

• Exercise: let's generate some stories
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Stories by ChatGPT

Prompts (Benzon, 2023)

• prompt: Tell me a true story

• prompt: Tell me a true story about a hero.

• prompt: Tell me a true story about a hero in 18th century
India.

• Exercise: let's generate some true stories
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Stories by ChatGPT

Story trajectory (Benzon, 2023)

• story trajectory instead of story grammar

• story trajectory: a �recipe� for generating a sequence of events
given a speci�ed starting point

• story trajectory: Donn�e, Disturb, Plan, Enact, Celebrate
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Stories by ChatGPT

• "colorless green idea"(Benzon, 2023)

It is not possible to create a story about a "colorless

green idea"as it does not have any physical properties or

characteristics that can be used in a story.

• Exercise: let's generate some true/�ctional stories about
abstract ideas
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Software defects: errors

• prompt: Tell me about when Christopher Columbus came to
the U.S. in 2015

• What are threats of ChatGPT for humanities?

• Exercise: let's try to �nd a factual error in ChatGPT answers
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Software defects: hallucinations

• What are AI hallucinations and where do they come from?

• Exercise: let's try to catch ChatGPT hallucinating
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Software defects: sources

ChatGPT doesn't provide sources

• perplexity.ai
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Protection

How to check if the text is generated by ChatGPT?

• AI Text Classi�er2

2https://platform.openai.com/ai-text-classifier
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Philosophical questions

• Does ChatGPT write or simulate writing?

• Does it think or simulate thinking?

• Does it solve problems or simulate solving?

• Does it understand?

• Does it have a consciousness?

• Is it an agent?
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The end

Thank you for your attention!
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